Abstruct-A new achievable rate region for the general interference channel which extends previous results is presented and evaluated. Tbe technique used is a generalization of superposition coding to the multivariable case. A detailed computation for tbe Gaussian cbaunel case clarifies to wbat extent the new region improves previous ones. The capacity of a class of Gaussian interference channels is also established.
channel is a channel with several pairs of input-output terminals, where each input communicates with its respective output through the common channel. The study of this kind of channel was initiated by C. E. Shannon [l] , and furthered by R. Ahlswede [2] who gave simple but fundamental inner and outer bounds to the capacity region. Recently A. B. Carleial [3] established a considerably improved achievable rate region for the memoryless interference channel by applying the superposition coding technique of T. M. Cover [4] which had originally been devised to study the capacity region of the broadcast channel. On the other hand, H. Sato [5] obtained various inner and outer bounds by transforming the problem to one for the associated multiple-access or broadcast channel. However, the problem of specifying a computable expression of the capacity region for the general interference channel is still open, although it has been solved for some very special cases (Carleial [6] , Benzel [7] ). This paper presents a refined and improved treatment for the general interference channel, thereby establishing a new achievable rate region %* that contains as its subregions those of Carleial and Sato. We prove this coding theorem in Section III (Theorems 3.1 and 3.2). The technique used should be regarded as a natural generalization of Cover's superposition coding (and also of Ahlswede's random coding) to the many variable case, where the superiority of simultaneous superposition to sequential superposition is pointed out (Remark 3, 2)). In Section IV we give a simple and explicit expression for constituent subregions g(Z) of the '%*, which enables us to evaluate the region %* more easily. This expression is attained on the basis of the polymatroidal structure (Remark 1) underlying a collection of inequalities specifying the region 3 *. In Section V we study the Gaussian interference channel by applying the result derived in Sections III and IV, and numerically evaluate achievable rate regions for several typical values of the channel parameters.
Comparison with the computed result of Carleial reveals that our region considerably improves the previous ones. Finally, the capacity region of a class of Gaussian interference channels with less strong interference is established that extends the theorem of Carleial [6] in the strong interference case.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we shall define the interference channel and state the problem. We denote random variables by x, Y, u, * * * with values X, y, ~4,. . 1 in finite set %, %, %, * . * respectively.
A. Interference Channel C
A discrete interference channel is a quintuple (%,,%'2,w,%,,%z), where !X,,!X* are two finite input alphabet sets; %,, '!$ are two finite output alphabet sets; and o is a collection of conditional channel probabilities ~Y,Y,~x,x,) of (Y,~Y~)~% X% given (x,,x2)F%X 'X2. The marginal distributions w,, w2 of the o are given by ~1(Y,lX*-%)' 2 4Y,Y2l+%)~ Y2 E% Since we confine ourselves to memoryless channels, the conditional probability w"( yi yz I xi x2) of yi y2 E '%y X 9; given xlxz E%; X95," is o"( y1y21x,x2)= fi W(yI(')ypIXp xf'), t=1 where xc2 --(xp,.*-,xp)E%~, y,=(y~1);..,y,("))E~,", a= 1,2. 
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used in this way is denoted by C,, and models two
We shall call Pe,, Pe2 the error probabilities for the code (n, Ml, M2, X) (calculated under the assumption that each message of i E $X7,, and j E $X2 is produced with equal probability).
The maps +i: d-+x,, for iE%, and +2: j++x2j for jEGsrc2 are the encoding functions for senders 1 and 2, respectively, whereas the maps #i: y, Hi if yi E%J~~ and #2: y2 ++j if y2 ~~~~ are the decoding functions for receivers 1 and 2, respectively.
The interference channel ( !X i, Gx, , o, 9,) q2) is denoted by C and models two senders communicating information to two receivers via a common channel (Fig. 1) .
A pair (R,, R,) of nonnegative real values is called an achievable rate for the interference channel C if for any q> 0, O<X< 1, and for any sufficiently large n, there exists a code (n, M,, M2, X) such that ;logM,>R,-v, a=1,2.
(2.3)
The set of all achievable rates is called the capacity region of C. To establish an achievable rate region for the channel C, it is convenient to introduce a modified interference channel C, as in the next section.
B. Interference Channel C,
The modified interference channel C, differs from C only in the way of using the quintuple (%,, %,, w, %,, '?J2). Instead of two message sets a,, a2 let us consider four message sets Ci={l;..,Lr}, G3-C1={1;-.,N1}, C,=
(1,. . . 3 L2}, 973 = { 1; . . , N2}. An (n, L,, N,, L2 (n, L,, N,, L,, N,, A) for C,, then there is a code (n, L, N,, L, N2, A) From conditions (2.4) and (2.5) it follows that conditions (2.1) and (2.2) are satisfied with i, j, M,, M2, replaced by ik, jm, L, N, , L, N, , and hence {Xlik, xZjm, auk, %2j, } is an (n, L, N, , L2N2, A) code for C.
Q.E.D.
Corollary 2.1: If (S,, T,, S,, T,) is an achievable rate for C,, then (S, + T,, S, + T2) is an achievable rate for C.
C. Jointly Typical Sequences
We summarize here the properties of jointly typical sequences (see Berger [8] , Cover [9] , and Han and Kobayashi [IO] ). Let Z,, * * * , Z, be dependent random variables with values in the finite sets, %,; * * , $!$ respectively. For a subset A of a= { 1; * * , r}, set Z, = (Zi)iEA, %A =IIiEAzi, and let Zi be an independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) n sequence of Z,. Setp(z) = Pr {Z, =z}, z E %A. An n sequence zA = (z(,), . * * , zcn)) E~J is called jointly dypical for Z, if for all z EzA:
where N(z IzA) is the number of t such that z =z('). We denote by <(Z,) the set of all jointly e-typical sequences for Z,, and by T,(ZAIze), zB E%:, the set of all zA E%i such that tAzB E T,(Z,Z,). 1 ~. Lemma 2.2: Let A and B be disjoint subsets of Q, and zAzs E T,(Z,Z,).
For any 0< l < 1 and sufficiently large n, we have 9
Pr{z," E~(zAlzB)lz~=zB}
III.
AN ACHIEVABLE RATE REGION
We shall establish an achievable rate region for C, and then derive the associated achievable rate region for C. Let us consider auxiliary random variables Q, U,, IV,, U,, and W,, defined on arbitrary finite sets 2, %,, "w;, (?!L2, and wz, respectively, (Q is the time-sharing parameter), and also X, and X, defined on the input alphabet sets %,, %* and Y,, Y,, defined on the output alphabet sets 9, and%,.Let??*bethesetofallZ=QUWUWXXYY 112 2 1212 such that 9 U,, W,, U,, and W, are conditionally independent given Q;
ii) Xl =flWWl IQ>, X2 =MU,W, IQ>;
iii) Pr {Y, = y,; Y, =y,lX, = x,, x2 = x2} = dY,Y2 I-%x2).
For each qE5l,f,(*Iq): %, Xw,+%,, andf,(.Iq): a2 X %2-+%2 are arbitrary deterministic ,functions, and f,, f2, 2, %,, 'U,, %,, and "1Js,, range over all possible choices.
Note that a triple (f,, f2, o) defines a test channel of C, (Fig. 3) which has G2L,, %,, G2L2, and "u;, as input alphabet sets; 9, and owl 2 as output alphabet sets, and channel probabilities w,( * I *) in state q E 2 as defined by ThenZ=QUWUWXXYY E??* implies thatX,,X,; Remark I: It is easy to see that S is convex. Inequalities (3.2)-(3.15) may be represented in a more compact form as follows. Set r, = S,, r, = T,, r3 = S,, r4 = T2, V, =U,, V,=W,, V,=U,, V,=W,, x,=(1,2,4}, x,=(2,3,4}, and define for a = 1,2, dS)=Z(y,; v,IV,,-,Q), for all SGZ,, (3.26) otherwise #2( y2) is arbitrary.
Here the value of q is also told to receivers 1 and 2.
3) Evaluation of Error Probabili&: Since each message emitted to the channel yields the same error probability, we may confine ourselves to the situation where 1111 E l?, X 3, X l?, X %, was sent. First we consider the decoding error probability Fey (averaged over the random code C?) for receiver 1. Suppose that y, ~9:
was received by receiver 1, and let E,(ikm), ikmEe, X%, X %z, denote the event (3.25). Then we have
pw,(wlIq)=Pr{Wl =w,lQ=q},
We shall generate a random code 6? in the following way.
From the way the random sequences q, uli, uzj, wlk, w,,
Let q=(q'*'; . . , q(")) be a random sequence of 2" disare generated and by Lemma 2.2, i), with Z, = tributed according to the probability II:, ,pp(qCf)), and let
QU,W,W,Y,,
and Z, is constant, it follows that f~ (u,jw,,~q 
f~(u~~w~~~~)~(f~(u~~wz(~~~~*~)~~~~~f~(u~~w2(~~~~"~))~
The value of q is told to senders 1 and 2. The only case where it was ascertained that the convex-hull formulation is tantamount to the time-sharing formulation is the "noncompound" multiple-access channel (see Han [ 12, lemma 4.11) . Notice that this channel has a single output terminal and accordingly there is no intersection of polymatroids.
for a prescribed 0 <h < 1. Consequently by (3.27) (3.28), and (3.30), it follows that FA <2A.
For a receiver 2, we consider the event E,( jkm) specified by (3.26) instead of the event E,(ikm).
In the same manner, the decoding error probability Fe\ for receiver 2 can be evaluated as Fe\ <2X on the basis of conditions (3.9)-(3.15).
Now we can state an achievable rate region for the interference channel C. Denote by a(Z), Z ET*, the set of all (R,, R2) 
such that R, =S, + T,, R, =S, + T, for some (S,, T,, S,, T2)~S(Z),
and define %*=the closure of UZEy*%(Z).
We now relate Theorem 3.2 to the previous results. To this end it is helpful to define a simple subset of %*. Proof: The proof is immediate from Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 2.1. T,<u,, T,<u,, T,+T,<u12. (3.38) It is easily ascertained that conditions (3.36)-(3.38) implies conditions (3.2)-(3.15) so that %(Z)2%,,(Z).
It is easy to see that %tc'%* because %* is convex. Hence % is also an achievable rate region for C. In the literature on coding for multiple-access channels (cf. Corollary 3.2: The inclusion %a > %c holds, and hence c 9, is an achievable rate region for C. 
P,=(o,+Z(Y,;U,lw,w,Q>,u,2-~, +Z(Y,; v,Iw,w,Q)h P2 =(q2 -u,+Z(Y,; U,IW,W2Q),u2 +I(Y,; U,lW,W,Q>). (3.42)
The regions %a( Z), atc( Z) are illustrated in Fig. 4 . Notice that even a detailed inspection of the argument of Carleial would have established the region a,,(Z).
2) The regions ?R*, 3, %g, '%a, ait, have all been established based on the superposition technique as well. But in deriving at,, Carleial used only a restricted version of the general superposition coding, named sequential coding; in contrast with this, the technique used in deriving a*, 3, a:, and ?!%a, should be called a simultaneous superposition coding. (Note that the subregions '%z and %a, can also be derived by using sequential coding alone (first on W,, W,, next on U,, U,), but the whole regions a*, %, can be established only when we use simultaneous ones.) For simpler systems such as degraded broadcast channels, the difference be-
IV. SIMPLE EXPRESSION FOR Ck( Z)
In this section we give a simple explicit expression for at (Z) which is easier to compute, thereby revealing the geometrical shape of a(Z). Remark 4: 1) By examining the relations between the values of pr, p2, p12, plo, and p20, it is seen that the extreme points A, B, C, D of C%(Z) are given by A =(P,, PIO -2~,), Therefore, although %,* may be larger than '%s, the region CR* must lie within the area delimited by three lines of slope 0, -1, cc supporting the region '%E (Fig. 6) . This demonstrates the kind of extension of an achievable rate for x1 E%,, x2 E%,, y, @4,, and y, E%,, where nr, n: are independent Gaussian additive noises with mean zero and variance N, and f12, respectively. This kind of system has been studied by Carleial [3] and Sato [5] .
From the viewpoint of achievable rates, the channel G is equivalent to the following "standard" one:
y,=x,+~x,+n,,
where we have set al2 =b2N2/d2Nl, a2, =c2Nl/a2N2, and n, and n2 are independent Gaussian additive noises with mean zero and variance one. In the sequel we confine ourselves to channels of this form.
As usual we impose power constraints on codewords Xii, xzj (iE91L1,jE91L2):
where xii =(x$i); * . , xi;)), and x2 j =(x9,?, . * . , x$'J.'). To incorporate the power constraints (5.5) and (5.6), consider a subclass $J'*(P,, P2) of ??* ($l'* was specified in Section III) defined as follows: 2 = QU,WlU2W2X,X2Y,Y2 E ??*(Pi, P2) if and only if ZE'??* and u'(X,)<P,, u2(X2) < P2. We write ZET(P,, P2) if and only if ZE??*(P,, P2) and QF$J.
Paralleling the definitions of %,* and '?R in Section III, set 9* = closure of U a't(z>9
Theorem 5.1: Both 9* and 9 are achievable rate regions for the Gaussian interference channel G with power constraints (5.5) and (5.6), and 9* > 9.
Proof: The same argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 establishes the theorem, except that the decoding functions #i and I/J~ should be based on the maximumlikelihood criterion.
A. Computation
We are now in a position to evaluate the regions 4* and 8 numerically.
However, the computation needed to evaluate the whole 9* may be formidable. Even the computation for its subregion 8 seems to be impractical. Therefore we impose the following customary restriction on the input signals.
Let the subclass 9'(Pi, P2) of ?? (P,,P,) be defined by Z=$LJWUWXXYY E On the other hand, the region computed by Carleial [3] for G is:
Here %o(Z), q&Z> are specified in Section III. Clearly 8' > g; > g&. We compute 9' and g; numerically by applying Theorem 4.1 with ZET'( P,, P2) and compare them with 8;. (Notice that it is reasonable to compare these regions because they are all based on the same range G? '(P,, P2) of the auxiliary random variables.)
If we put y(x) = (l/2) log (1 + x), the relevant quantities in Theorem 4.1 are given by ICY,; U,IW,W,)=y(X,P,/(1+a12A2P,)), where u2(U,) =X,P,, u'(W,) =X,P,, A, +x, = 1, where a= 1,2.
We illustrate the results in Figs. 7-14, where 9', G& 9; are indicated by solid lines, broken lines, and chain lines, respectively (note that some of these lines overlap). In Figs. 7, 8, 11, and 14, 4', $, 8; coincide. Figs. 9 and 10 show that 9' strictly extends g; (in these cases 86 coincides with 8;). Notice that 8' lies within the area delimited by three lines of slope 0, -1, and cc, supporting 'Z& On the basis of these facts we conjecture that in general %#%o, and '%* # '?Kz. Fig. 12 gives an example where 86 ( = 8') extends !J& In Fig. 13 we depict 9' for various values of a=a12 =a2, with P, = P2 =6 fixed. It is seen that for l/3 <a < 1, (Fig. 13(a) ), the region 9' monotonically shrinks as a decreases, but for 0 < a < l/3, (Fig. 13(b) ), the region spreads nearly monotonically as a decreases, so that a = l/3 is regarded as a critical value. Such an inversion phenomenon is observed also for other values of P= P, = P2, where the critical value a seems to be speci- is not contained in $. Since the region 9* specified by (5.7) always contains the TDM/FDM curve in view of the time-sharing parameter Q, this figure is an example which shows that ?J* #S' (= $), suggesting that a* #9l, for the general interference channel. Carleial [6] studied the Gaussian interference channel with strong interference (al2 > 1 + P,, a,, > 1 + P2), and showed that the capacity region coincides with that of the channel with the same power constraint and no inter- (1/2)log (l +P2 +a,,P,) where Aoij is the decoding error probability for receiver a when ij~'%, ~9lL, is sent (a= 1,2). Note that 1 MI M2 (5.17)
B. Capacity Region of a Class of Gaussian Interference Channels
In view of a2, > 1 we can consider a fictitious Gaussian noise n20 with mean zero and variance 1 -l/a,, which is independent of-n,. Let n2a be an i.i.d. n sequence of n,,. Then z2 +n,, has the same conditional probability distribution (given xii, xzj) as y,, so that Pr {z2 +n,, ~93~~) = Pr { yi ~9~~) > 1 -Xuj. Hence it follows from (5.15) that Pr{n,( y2)+nzo E%ii} > l-(X,ij+A2ij).
Similarly, for receiver one we have where n10 is an i.i.d. n-sequence of Gaussian noise n ,0 with mean zero and variance 1 -l/a,, which is independent of n,. Therefore by using (#a, rII, nao), receiver a can exactly reproduce both i E Gsrc, and j E $& with error probability not larger than hlii +h2ij. By (5.17) the error probability averaged over Em, x %, does not exceed 2A. Thus the channel G is reduced to a compound multiple-access channel, of which the capacity region is known to coincide with 9,(G) (see, e.g., Wyner [17] ).
Q.E.D.,
It should be noted that Theorem 5.2 improves the result of Carleial largely because Gaussian interference channels are usually considered with P, > 1, P2 > 1 (noise powers are one). A discrete counterpart of this result has been derived by Benzel [7] .
Comment:
While writing this manuscript, we were informed by H. Sato that he had independently established the result given in Theorem 5.2 ([ 181).
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper we have established a new achievable rate region for the interference channel. The argument makes full use of the polymatroidul property which relies heavily on the assumed independence of the auxiliary random variables U, , U,, IV,, W,. Marton [20] has recently devised a new coding technique for the broadcast channel that does not assume the independence of these auxiliary random variables. One of the referees believes that the region found by us can be improved by allowing the auxiliary variables to be correlated as in [20] .
APPENDIX PROOFOFTHEOREM

4.1
To prove the theorem it suffices to determine the coordinates (R, =S, + T,, R2 =S, + T2) of the extreme points G, A, B, C, D, E of the a( 2) (see Fig. 5 ). Point G: Clearly R, =O, and so we put Sz = T2 =O. In this case the inequalities (3. Then the largest value of T: of T2 for S2 =Szc is given by W2lW,Q)7
7'1 +T2 <ICY,; W,w,IQ>, from which it follows that the largest values Tf + T: of Tl + T2 1s ut2 in view of inequalities (3.41), where ui2 is specified by (3.33). Hence the point B is specified by R, =plo -p12, R2 = 2p,, -p,,,, where p12 is specified by (4.4). -pzO, R2 =p20 -p12, where p12, pzo are specified by (4.4), (4.6). Finally, the assertion about the cardinalities of %,, WC,, Q2, W2, 2, follows by applying Caratheodory's theorem to the expressions (4.1)-(4.9).
